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Exploring the Role of Preference Heterogeneity and
Causal Attribution in Online Ratings Dynamics*
Wujin Chu**
Minjung Roh***

This study investigates when and how disagreements in online customer ratings prompt more
favorable product evaluations. Among the three metrics of volume, valence, and variance that feature
in the research on online customer ratings, volume and valence have exhibited consistently positive
patterns in their effects on product sales or evaluations (e.g., Dellarocas, Zhang, and Awad 2007; Liu
2006). Ratings variance, or the degree of disagreement among reviewers, however, has shown rather
mixed results, with some studies reporting positive effects on product sales (e.g., Clement, Proppe,
and Rott 2007) while others finding negative effects on product evaluations (e.g., Zhu and Zhang
2010). This study aims to resolve these contradictory findings by introducing preference heterogeneity
as a possible moderator and causal attribution as a mediator to account for the moderating effect.
The main proposition of this study is that when preference heterogeneity is perceived as high, a
disagreement in ratings is attributed more to reviewers’ different preferences than to unreliable product
quality, which in turn prompts better quality evaluations of a product. Because disagreements mostly
result from differences in reviewers’ tastes or the low reliability of a product’s quality (Mizerski 1982;
Sen and Lerman 2007), a greater level of attribution to reviewer tastes can mitigate the negative effect
of disagreement on product evaluations. Specifically, if consumers infer that reviewers’ heterogeneous
preferences result in subjectively different experiences and thereby highly diverse ratings, they would
not disregard the overall quality of a product. However, if consumers infer that reviewers’ preferences
are quite homogeneous and thus the low reliability of the product quality contributes to such
disagreements, they would discount the overall product quality. Therefore, consumers would respond
more favorably to disagreements in ratings when preference heterogeneity is perceived as high rather
than low.
This study furthermore extends this prediction to the various levels of average ratings. The heuristicsystematic processing model so far indicates that the engagement in effortful systematic processing
occurs only when sufficient motivation is present (Hann et al. 2007; Maheswaran and Chaiken 1991;
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Martin and Davies 1998). One of the key factors affecting this motivation is the aspiration level of
the decision maker. Only under conditions that meet or exceed his aspiration level does he tend to
engage in systematic processing (Patzelt and Shepherd 2008; Stephanous and Sage 1987). Therefore,
systematic causal attribution processing regarding ratings variance is likely more activated when the
average rating is high enough to meet the aspiration level than when it is too low to meet it. Considering
that the interaction between ratings variance and preference heterogeneity occurs through the mediation
of causal attribution, this greater activation of causal attribution in high versus low average ratings
would lead to more pronounced interaction between ratings variance and preference heterogeneity in
high versus low average ratings. Overall, this study proposes that the interaction between ratings
variance and preference heterogeneity is more pronounced when the average rating is high as compared
to when it is low.
Two laboratory studies lend support to these predictions. Study 1 reveals that participants exposed
to a high-preference heterogeneity book title (i.e., a novel) attributed disagreement in ratings more to
reviewers’ tastes, and thereby more favorably evaluated books with such ratings, compared to those
exposed to a low-preference heterogeneity title (i.e., an English listening practice book). Study 2
then extended these findings to the various levels of average ratings and found that this greater
preference for disagreement options under high preference heterogeneity is more pronounced when
the average rating is high compared to when it is low.
This study makes an important theoretical contribution to the online customer ratings literature by
showing that preference heterogeneity serves as a key moderator of the effect of ratings variance on
product evaluations and that causal attribution acts as a mediator of this moderation effect. A more
comprehensive picture of the interplay among ratings variance, preference heterogeneity, and average
ratings is also provided by revealing that the interaction between ratings variance and preference
heterogeneity varies as a function of the average rating. In addition, this work provides some significant
managerial implications for marketers in terms of how they manage word of mouth. Because a lack
of consensus creates some uncertainty and anxiety over the given information, consumers experience
a psychological burden regarding their choice of a product when ratings show disagreement. The
results of this study offer a way to address this problem. By explicitly clarifying that there are many
more differences in tastes among reviewers than expected, marketers can allow consumers to speculate
that differing tastes of reviewers rather than an uncertain or poor product quality contribute to such
conflicts in ratings. Thus, when fierce disagreements are observed in the WOM arena, marketers are
advised to communicate to consumers that diverse, rather than uniform, tastes govern reviews and
evaluations of products.
Key words: electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM), online customer ratings, causal attribution,
disagreement, preference heterogeneity, aspiration level
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Ⅰ. Introduction

(WOM) assumed ever greater significance as
an effective communication channel (Keller
2007). For instance, among U.S. consumers,

Spending money involves a procedure as

the average daily participation in WOM con-

cognitively demanding and effortful as earning

versations amounts to 121 times and the pro-

money. The latest reliable information sources

portion of the online population who read con-

are often required to guarantee a good con-

sumer-generated feedback approaches 25%

sumption outcome from this procedure. Consider,

(Keller 2007; Li and Bernoff 2008). Among

for example, an office worker who eagerly looks

Korean consumers, the average proportion of the

forward to his annual vacation. He may have

online population who post online reviews is as

dreamed of an extraordinary backpacking trip

high as 73%, and the proportion of those who

abroad. In order not to spoil his holiday time,

read the online feedback of news articles is

he may have referred to various information

close to 80% (ETnews.com 2005; Mediatoday

sources, such as travel agencies’ websites, pro-

2006). Moreover, a growing body of research

fessional travelers’ blogs, or online travel com-

has suggested that this ubiquitous usage of

munities that contain the advice of peer customers.

eWOM and online reviews is not a mere pass-

Among these sources, customers’ online reviews

ing phenomenon but is rather a permanent

occupy an exceptional place in that they en-

feature of electronic commerce as it has an en-

gage consumers in a true two-way and mean-

during effect on product sales, sales growth,

ingful dialogue with peer consumers rather than

and consumer behavior (e.g., Cui, Lui, and Guo

pushing messages out to them in a one-way

2012; Lin, Luarn, and Huang 2005; Zhu and

flow (Keller 2007). By chatting with and ex-

Zhang 2010).

changing messages with peer consumers, the

To date, research regarding online customer

office worker may indeed conjure up more viv-

ratings has focused on three metrics: the rat-

id and lifelike images about the vacation place,

ings volume, valence, and variance. The find-

thereby improving the quality of the outcome

ings have demonstrated that the ratings vol-

of his decisions regarding his vacation.

ume exerts a positive impact on product sales

In fact, this type of consumer-to-consumer

and consumer purchase intentions (Duan, Gu,

online communication, or electronic word of mouth

and Whinston 2008; Liu 2006), and that rat-

(eWOM), has recently received much academ-

ings valence (or average rating) positively af-

ic and practitioner attention (Cheng and Zhou

fects product sales, sales growth, and consumer

2010). As advertising and editorial content be-

product evaluations (Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006;

gan to decline in importance, word of mouth

Dellarocas, Zhang, and Awad 2007). However,
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regarding the variance of ratings, or the extent

bution to reviewers’ tastes for disagreement

of disagreement of opinion, the findings are

and thereby prompts more favorable product

mixed, showing that greater disagreement leads

evaluations with such ratings, as compared to

to higher sales in some studies (Clement, Proppe,

low perceived preference heterogeneity.

and Rott 2007; Karniouchina 2011) but not in

Furthermore, we extend these predictions to

others (Godes and Silva 2012; Zhu and Zhang

various levels of average ratings. The heuristic-

2010).

systematic processing model suggests that the

Thus, to reconcile these contradictory find-

engagement in effortful systematic processing

ings, we introduce preference heterogeneity as

occurs only when sufficient motivation is pres-

a possible moderator (Price, Feick, and Higie

ent (Hann et al. 2007; Martin and Davies

1989) and causal attribution as a mediator that

1998). One possible factor that affects this mo-

underlies this moderation effect (Mizerski 1982;

tivation is the aspiration levels of the decision

Ryu, Park, and Feick 2006; Sen and Lerman

maker; engagement in systematic processing

2007). We propose that when preference heter-

emerges only under conditions that meet or ex-

ogeneity is perceived as high, disagreement in

ceed individuals’ aspiration levels (Patzelt and

ratings is attributed more to the reviewers’ dif-

Shepherd 2008; Stephanous and Sage 1987).

ferent preferences than to the low reliability of

Thus, based on these studies, we suggest that

the product quality, which in turn, prompts

if the average rating seems high enough to

better quality evaluations of products as com-

meet the aspiration level, the systematic causal

pared to when preference heterogeneity is per-

attribution processing regarding ratings var-

ceived as low. In fact, disagreements arise

iance is more activated, and thereby its inter-

from either the low reliability of product qual-

action with preference heterogeneity is more

ity or from the different consumption experi-

pronounced. However, if the average rating seems

ences of each reviewer. Products may yield ar-

too low to meet such aspiration levels, the causal

bitrarily different outcomes across various re-

attribution processing regarding ratings var-

viewers due to their low reliability of quality

iance is less activated; thus, its interaction with

performance, or elicit subjectively different eval-

preference heterogeneity is rather attenuated.

uations from each reviewer due to the diverse

Overall, we expect that the proposed interaction

preferences of the reviewers. Whether the pref-

between ratings variance and preference heter-

erences vary across reviewers may indeed di-

ogeneity is more pronounced when the average

rect consumers’ interpretations of disagreements

rating is high as opposed to when it is low.

in ratings. Thus, we expect that high perceived

We organize the rest of this paper as follows.

preference heterogeneity leads to greater attri-

First, we review the literature on online rat-
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ings, ratings variance, preference heterogeneity,

els’ levels of accuracy in predicting box-office

causal attribution, and aspiration levels. Next,

revenues (Liu 2006) and television viewership

we develop the hypotheses to be tested in two

(Godes and Mayzlin 2004).

studies. In Study 1, we test our key prediction

Attempts to specify boundary conditions that

regarding the interaction between ratings var-

affect online ratings processing also appear in

iance and preference heterogeneity, and the

several works. The literature focusing on prod-

mediating effect of causal attribution in such

uct type indicated that the impact of online

interaction, using a novel and an English lis-

reviews is greater for experience (versus search)

tening practice book as the focal products. In

goods because potential consumers have the

Study 2, we extend this investigation to the

opportunity to interact with those goods before

various levels of average ratings to present a

purchasing them (Huang, Lurie, and Mitra

more comprehensive picture of these ratings

2009; Park and Lee 2009). Studies examining

dynamics, adopting a laptop computer as the

the significance of the message sender then re-

focal product. Finally, we conclude with a dis-

vealed that engagement in e-WOM is driven

cussion on the implications and the limitations

by diverse motivations such as self-enhance-

of our research.

ment, social benefits, and advice seeking (HennigThurau et al. 2004) and that these motivations
positively contribute to message clarity, in-

Ⅱ. Theoretical Background and
Hypothesis Development

formativeness, and reliability (Yap, Soetarto,
and Sweeney 2013). Moreover, research focusing on the message receiver’s characteristics
showed that consumers’ familiarity with a re-

2.1 Online Customer Ratings

tailer mitigates their sensitivity to negative eWOM (Chatterjee 2001), whereas greater Internet

Research regarding online customer ratings

experience sharpens such sensitivity to neg-

has so far substantiated their effects on prod-

ative e-WOM (Zhu and Zhang 2010). Finally,

uct sales and consumer decisions using the da-

research examining the message characteristics

ta from retailer websites or consumer review

revealed that the length of the e-WOM com-

sites. These studies have demonstrated that an

munication exerts a significant effect on pur-

improvement in customer ratings positively af-

chase intentions (Lin et al. 2005) and that

fects book sales (Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006)

face-to face WOM communications is more

and movie sales (Duan et al. 2008) and that

persuasive than that in printed form, especially

incorporating such reviews helps enhance mod-

when a prior impression of a stimuli product is
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not available in memory (Herr, Kardes, and

showed that such great uncertainty accom-

Kim 1991).

panying fierce disagreements can negatively
affect consumers’ evaluations of review ratings

2.2 Online Ratings Variance

(Amazonbook.com; Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et
al. 2009), subsequent ratings (Amazonbook.com;

Another research stream that is related to

Godes and Silva 2012), product quality (Gamespot.

the study of message characteristics focused on

com; Zhu and Zhang 2010), and future product

ratings metrics, specifically the ratings volume,

revenue (Yahoo! Movies website; Dellarocas et

valence, and variance. It has thus far found

al. 2004). Overall, these results conform to the

that volume positively affects product sales

“consensus implies correctness” heuristics, con-

and consumer purchase intention (Duan et al.

sidering consensus as a virtue against irrecon-

2008; Lin et al. 2005; Liu 2006). Valence also

cilable disagreement (Chaiken and Stangor 1987).

showed a positive influence on product sales,

However, some studies have shown opposing

sales growth, and consumer product evaluations

results. A study using data on fiction books in-

(Bae, Shim, and Kim 2010; Chevalier and

dicated that critics’ disagreements about the

Mayzlin 2006; Dellarocas et al. 2007). However,

quality of a book increase the sales of that

this line of research has yielded mixed findings

book (Clement et al. 2007). Another study us-

on the variance of ratings; some studies re-

ing data on movies revealed that ratings dis-

ported positive effects of varied ratings (Clement

agreements positively affect the volume of WOM,

et al. 2007; Karniouchina 2011; Martin 2008),

which, expectedly, contributes to box- office

while others found that they had negative ef-

success (Karniouchina 2011; Martin 2008). These

fects (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. 2009;

studies explained that disagreements among

Dellarocas, Awad, and Zhang 2004; Godes and

reviewers trigger debates concerning the target

Silva 2012; Zhu and Zhang 2010).

product, thereby increasing public awareness of

Basically, ratings variance refers to disagree-

the product. A greater volume of WOM, then,

ments among reviewers with regard to product

can ultimately lead to higher sales, as desired

evaluations, reflecting the heterogeneity of

by most marketers (Karniouchina 2011).

consumers’ opinions (Moe and Trusov 2011; Sun

A few attempts have been made to recon-

2012). A greater amount of disagreement in

cile these contradictions by exploring possible

ratings reflects less consistency in opinions across

moderators. One well-recognized moderator is

various reviewers and creates greater uncertainty

an aspiration level suggested by West and

for consumers making purchase decisions (Zhu

Broniarczyk (1998). They showed that people

and Zhang 2010). Some studies accordingly

prefer there to be disagreement rather than
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agreement in ratings when average ratings fall

on one’s own dietary preferences and eating

short of their aspiration levels, but reverse their

tastes (Freeland Graves and Nitzke 2002; Thomas

preferences when average ratings exceed their

2007); the evaluation of experience products

aspiration levels (Kahneman and Tversky 1979).

also conforms more to subjective judgment and

Another possible moderator that can be taken

consumers’ heterogeneous tastes (Huang et al.

into consideration is the degree of posting ac-

2009; Wright and Lynch 1995). However, the

tivity, which Moe and Schweidel (2012) dem-

product stimuli leading to less favorable re-

onstrated using the data collected from a na-

sponses (i.e., search products and “Fear Factor”

tional retailer (bazaarvoice.com). Their main

foods) seem to hinge more on broadly shared

findings indicated that the higher the ratings

preferences, in that an evaluation of a search

variance, the more positive the subsequent rat-

product relies more on an objective judgment

ings are for less active posters but the more

process and concrete cues (Huang et al. 2009;

negative such ratings are for more active posters.

Park and Han 2008), and the basic emotions of

Related to this, the interaction between rat-

fear and disgust are universal, and thus the

ings variance and product type has also been

stimuli arousing such emotions are likely to

noted in some literature. Martin (2008) re-

prompt more general disgust (Deater-Deckard,

vealed that people prefer high variance options

Dodge, and Sorbring 2005; Wicker et al. 2003).

over low variance options when they choose be-

Accordingly, based on these findings, we pro-

tween two desserts, but they reverse this pref-

pose another moderator that may affect the

erence when they choose between two disgust-

relationship between ratings variance and prod-

ing foods from the “Fear Factor” TV program.

uct evaluations: preference heterogeneity. We

Park and Han (2008) also showed that higher

speculate that more favorable responses to rat-

ratings variance prompts less favorable product

ings disagreement will emerge when preference

evaluations of search products but more favor-

heterogeneity is perceived as high rather than

able product evaluations of experience products,

low. Specifically, we presume that greater causal

particularly when the prior product attitude is

attribution to reviewers’ tastes than to product

positive. Here the noteworthy point is that across

quality contributes to these more favorable re-

the two studies, the product stimuli leading to

sponses to ratings disagreement. The next sec-

the more favorable responses (i.e., dessert and

tion reviews the literature on preference heter-

experience products) were both more greatly

ogeneity and causal attribution to formulate

affected by individuals’ unique tastes than their

these predictions more formally.

counterpart stimuli were. Actually, the decision
regarding what dessert to have mainly depends
Exploring the Role of Preference Heterogeneity and Causal Attribution in Online Ratings Dynamics 67

2.3 Preference Heterogeneity and
Causal Attribution

uct evaluations than do commentary reviews
(He 2012).
In accordance with this research stream, we

What one person considers good may not suit

incorporate the concept of preference hetero-

the tastes of others. Benefit segmentation serves

geneity into our analysis of online ratings var-

to address this preference heterogeneity (Feick

iance, especially in its relevance to causal

and Higie 1992). Defined as the extent to which

attribution. Essentially, online customer ratings

individual tastes and preferences for a good or

are the outcomes of the interplay between a

service vary across consumers, preference het-

product and its reviewers. Thus, when ratings

erogeneity helps assess the degree of disagree-

reflect disagreement, consumers can consider two

ment in the preferences of various consumers

possible reasons for such conflicts: low reli-

(Price et al. 1989). While high preference het-

ability of the product (product or stimuli attri-

erogeneity indicates substantial variation in con-

bution) or different preferences among reviewers

sumer preferences and low consensus among var-

(reviewers or non-stimuli attribution; Calder

ious consumers, low preference heterogeneity

and Burnkrant, 1977; Mizerski 1982; Sen and

denotes little variation in consumer tastes and

Lerman 2007). They may infer that (1) the

greater agreement among consumers.

inherent unreliability of the product’s quality

This concept of preference heterogeneity helps

drives individual reviewers to have actually

capture the underlying dimensions that govern

dissimilar quality experiences, or (2) reviewers

consumers’ responses to external information

with varied preferences have quite subjectively

such as advertising and WOM. For instance,

different feelings about the same product. Hence,

the effect of source similarity varies as a func-

when reviewers’ different preferences appear as

tion of preference heterogeneity such that for

a primary cause for such divergent opinions,

products with high preference heterogeneity,

the causal attribution of disagreement is likely

source similarity more strongly affects consum-

to be directed more toward the reviewers, or

ers’ product evaluations (Feick and Higie 1992)

their different tastes. However, when individual

and more positively correlates with consumers’

tastes are not a critical concern and thereby

advertising responses (Ryu et al. 2006). Conversely,

preference heterogeneity is perceived as low,

for products with low preference heterogeneity,

causal attribution is likely to be directed more

the overall product ratings appeal more as shop-

toward the product, or its unreliability. Causal

ping aids than do personal recommendations or

attribution, or inferences about the cause of a

detailed product specifications, and rating re-

communicator’s generation of the given in-

views act as better predictors of individual prod-

formation, thus would lead consumers to form
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different interpretations of disagreements in ratings.

formally in H1 below.

This differential causal attribution due to preference heterogeneity further enables us to pre-

H 1: Consumers will more positively evaluate

dict the direction of the effect of disagreement

products characterized by ratings dis-

on product evaluation. Because disagreement is

agreement than those characterized by

caused either by the low reliability of product

ratings agreement when preference het-

quality or by the differences in reviewers’ pref-

erogeneity is perceived as high rather

erences, greater attribution to reviewers’ tastes

than low.

can relieve the negative effect of disagreements
on product evaluations. That is, if consumers

In brief, we assume that greater attribution

infer that reviewers’ heterogeneous preferences

to reviewers’ tastes for disagreement occurs when

result in subjectively different experiences and

preference heterogeneity is perceived as high

thereby highly diverse ratings, then they would

rather than low. This differential causal attri-

not discount the overall quality of a product.

bution then will lead to a more favorable prod-

However, if consumers infer that reviewers’

uct evaluation with such ratings when prefer-

preferences are quite homogeneous and thus a

ence heterogeneity is perceived as high rather

low level of the reliability of a product’s quality

than low. We summarize these arguments in

contributes to such disagreements, then they

the following hypotheses.

would discount the overall product quality.
Therefore, when preference heterogeneity is

H 2: Consumers will attribute disagreement

perceived as high, disagreement is more likely

in ratings more to reviewers’ tastes (versus

to be attributed to reviewers’ different tastes,

product quality) when preference het-

which in turn likely allows a target product to

erogeneity is perceived as high rather

avoid negative perception of its quality. Conversely,

than low.

when preference heterogeneity is perceived as

H 3; These causal attributions will mediate

low, disagreement is more likely to be attrib-

the moderating role of preference heter-

uted to low reliability of the product’s quality,

ogeneity in the relationship between rat-

which in turn, likely has a detrimental effect

ings variance and product evaluations.

on product evaluations. We thus expect that
consumers’ likelihood to evaluate disagreement
over agreement options more positively will be

2.4 Aspiration Levels and Review
Information Processing

higher when preference heterogeneity is perceived as high rather than low. This is stated

According to the heuristic-systematic proc-
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essing model, people often behave as cognitive

come and being the final choice (Church, Laroche,

misers (Taylor and Fiske 1978). Because peo-

and Rosenblatt 1985; Klein and Bither 1987;

ple are generally reluctant to engage in effort-

Schindler, Berbaum, and Weinzimer 1987).

ful systematic processing, they tend to disen-

Therefore, given that a global appreciation of

gage from the further processing of a given

success or failure of alternatives is related to

piece of information when they feel their moti-

heuristic processing while a detailed causal at-

vation levels are not high enough (Martin and

tribution regarding an outcome is more related

Davies 1998). One key motivation factor that

to systematic processing (Iglesia 2009; Meyers-

drives this processing is the expectancy or as-

Levy and Sternthal 1991; Oliver 1997), we can

piration level of a decision maker (Hann et al.

expect that consumers exposed to low average

2007; Kirchler et al. 2009; Maheswaran and

ratings barely attempt an overall appreciation

Chaiken 1991). When outcomes are unlikely to

of products using only such simple heuristic

reach their aspiration levels, people rather re-

cues of average ratings, while those exposed to

duce their efforts and ultimately disengage from

high average ratings seek more detailed causal

a fruitless information-processing task (Folkman

attributions of given ratings by systematically

and Moskowitz 2004; Scheir and Carver 2006).

processing the entire ratings metrics.

The expectation of an undesirable outcome can

Note here though that disengagement from

indeed facilitate a withdrawal from further

this causal attribution process of given ratings

processing effort (Senko and Hulleman 2013;

can attenuate the interaction between ratings

Sideridis and Kaplan 2011).

variance and preference heterogeneity because

It thus seems plausible that whether the

the interaction between ratings variance and

average ratings meet or fall short of aspiration

preference heterogeneity occurs through the

levels has some effect on review information

mediation of causal attribution. Engagement in

processing (Patzelt and Shepherd 2008). If

causal attribution processing regarding ratings

products feature ratings below the aspiration

variance is indeed a prerequisite for an inter-

levels, consumers may hesitate to perform fur-

action to exist between ratings variance and

ther systematic processing due to the low like-

preference heterogeneity. Therefore, for low-

lihood of achieving a desired outcome (Stephanou

average-ratings alternatives, causal attribution

and Sage 1987). However, if products receive

of ratings variance rarely occurs and thus the

higher average ratings than the aspiration lev-

interaction between ratings variance and pref-

els, they may proceed further to effortful sys-

erence heterogeneity is likely to be attenuated.

tematic processing due to the products’ possi-

Conversely, for high-average-ratings alternatives,

bly high likelihood of attaining a desired out-

the causal attribution processing of ratings var-
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iance occurs more often and thus the inter-

ing on the interplay among ratings variance,

action between ratings variance and preference

preference heterogeneity, and average ratings.

heterogeneity is likely more pronounced. Together,
because the causal attribution process regarding ratings variance is less activated when the

Ⅲ. Study 1

average ratings is low than when it is high,
the proposed interaction between ratings variance and heterogeneity may not be so prom-

In Study 1, we examine whether disagree-

inent for low-average-ratings alternatives as it

ment in ratings prompts more favorable prod-

may be for high-average-ratings alternatives.

uct evaluations under high or low perceived

We state these predictions more formally in

preference heterogeneity (H1). We predict that

the following hypotheses.

greater attribution of disagreement to reviewers’
tastes leads to more favorable product evalua-

H 4: The proposed interaction between rat-

tions with such ratings when preference heter-

ings variance and preference heterogeneity

ogeneity is perceived as high rather than low

will be more pronounced when the aver-

(H2 and H3).

age ratings are high rather than low in

To test this prediction, we adopt a novel and

terms of (H4a) product evaluations and

an English listening practice book as the focal

(H4b) causal attribution.

product. While the evaluation of a novel differs

H 5: The mediating role of causal attribution

depending on subjective preferences, the evalu-

in the relationship between ratings var-

ation of an English listening practice book

iance and product evaluations is more

hinges more on a shared goal among readers,

likely to emerge when the average rat-

in this case to improve their English listening

ings are high rather than low.

skills (Arsego 2009; Erickson 1996). Because
novel genres are affected much more by per-

The next two studies were designed to test

sonal tastes and preferences than are foreign

these predictions. In study 1, we assessed the

language learning books, different readers of

predictions made in hypotheses 1-3, focusing

the same novel are more likely to voice ex-

on the interaction between ratings variance

tremely diverse opinions that range from “very

and preference heterogeneity and the media-

impressive” to “quite terrible,” whereas those

ting role of causal attribution. In Study 2, we

of a language listening practice book would

replicated the findings of Study 1 and tested

yield rather similar opinions (Feick and Higie

the predictions of hypotheses 4-5, concentrat-

1992; Holbrook 1999). Thus, given that per-
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ceived preference heterogeneity tends to be

and Tyszka 2009; Shin 2010). Thus, it is im-

higher for a novel than for a listening practice

portant to consider the possibility that the pre-

book, we can expect that the attribution of

dicted preference of the disagreement over the

disagreement to reviewers’ tastes is greater for

agreement option may occur simply due to an

a novel than it is for a listening book, which in

increased risk-seeking propensity that results

turn leads to a more favorable product evalua-

from a high level of subjective knowledge/on-

tion for the novel than for the listening book.

line experience or a low level of involvement,

Also, to control for the potential confounding

rather than due to a high level of perceived

effects of individual differences, we additionally

preference heterogeneity. We address these al-

measure participants’ involvement with and

ternative explanations by additionally control-

subjective knowledge about the focal products,

ling for such variables in our ANCOVA model.

as well as their online experience levels. Because
greater involvement leads to further thought-

3.1 Sample and Design

fulness regarding the decision outcome and to
the more conservative, risk-aversive tendency

Eighty undergraduate and graduate students

(Prendergast, Tsang, and Chan 2010), highly

participated in the experiment in return for 5,000

involved people may simply be more averse to

won in Korean currency (10 graduate students,

the riskier disagreement options (Ahluwalia 2002;

34 women, Mage = 22.53). We employed a 2

Wright and Weitz 1977). Conversely, people with

(ratings variance: disagreement vs. agreement)

high subjective knowledge may exhibit great

× 2 (preference heterogeneity: high vs. low)

risk-seeking tendencies for product assessment

between-subjects design.

because they believe that they know enough
already about a product and thus tend to in-

3.2 Procedure and Measures

crease their confidence and risk-seeking propensity while making their purchase decisions

The study was presented as an investigation

(Duhan et al. 1997; Duncan and Olshavsky 1982;

of online shopping experience. The participants

Schmidt and Spreng 1996). Finally, great on-

considered a newly published novel or an English

line experience may foster high risk-seeking

listening practice book, depending on their ran-

tendencies in people towards review ratings by

domly assigned conditions. Both book titles were

boosting their confidence in online information

hypothetical but purported to be for sale at ex-

usage activities; a positive relationship between

isting online bookstores. The hypothetical bib-

confidence and risk-seeking tendency has al-

liographic specifications included the authors’

ready been established in the literature (Macko

names, publishers’ identities, and 10- and 13-
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digit ISBN numbers, all of which were pro-

[or English listening practice book],” “A...is a

vided as aliases. Stock status was fixed as

book with which people look for different things,”

“available” across all conditions. The star rat-

and “Most people want the same thing from...

ing information subsequently appeared in the

[reverse-coded]”; “1 = not at all” to “9 = very

form of agreement or disagreement. While the

much so”; Price et al. 1989; α = .84). Familiarity

reviewers’ ratings consisted of 5 one-star rat-

was then measured using two nine-point scales

ings and 5 five-star ratings in the disagree-

(“The above book is new to me [reverse-cod-

ment condition (variance = 4.44, mean = 3),

ed]”; “1 = strongly disagree” to “9 = strong-

all 10 were three-star ratings in the agreement

ly agree”; Chang and Thorson 2004; and “Are

condition (variance = 0.00, mean = 3; see

you familiar with the above book title?”; “1 =

Appendix A).

unfamiliar” to “9 = familiar”; Park and Lessig

After the participants reviewed this information

1981; α = .76).

about the titles, they rated their attitude

Moreover, they indicated their involvement

(anchored by “not interesting/interesting,” “bad/

with a book title using three nine-point scales

good,” and “not appealing/appealing”; α =

(“I would choose a novel [or an English listen-

.73), and purchase intention (anchored by “very

ing practice book] very carefully,” “Deciding

unlikely/very likely” and “very improbable/

which...to buy would be an important decision

very probable”; α = .89) regarding the focal

for me,” and “Which...I buy matters to me a

title using nine-point bipolar scales in both cases

lot”; “1 = not at all” to “9 = very much so”;

(Chang and Thorson 2004). They also reported

Mittal and Lee 1989; α = .80); reported their

their attributions about the review ratings us-

levels of online experience using two nine-point

ing a single nine-point scale (“To what extent

scales (“Regardless of your participation in this

do you feel that the following reasons influ-

study, you are experienced with online brows-

enced the reviewers’ ratings about the given

ing/shopping”; “1 = not experienced at all” to

title?”; “1 = The novel’s [or English listening

“9 = very experienced”; Smith, Menon, and

practice book’s] quality is the only cause for

Sivarkumar 2005; α = .86); and assessed their

the review ratings” to “9 = The reviewers’

subjective knowledge using three nine-point

tastes are the only cause for the review ratings”;

scales (“I know fairly much about a novel [or

Mizerski 1978).

an English listening practice book],” “I feel

Next, they completed manipulation checks of

very knowledgeable about...,” and “Compared

perceived preference heterogeneity using three

to most other people, I know less about...[re-

nine-point scales (“Tastes and preferences are

verse-coded]”; “1 = not at all” to “9 = very

important regarding how people choose a novel

much so”; Flynn and Goldsmith 1999; α = .93).
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Finally, the participants provided their demo-

significant interaction between ratings variance

graphic information and received a 5,000 won

and preference heterogeneity (F(1,73) = 13.75,

honorarium for their participation.

p < .01). No other effects emerged (Fs < 1.65,
ps > .20). Follow-up contrasts revealed that
the participants exposed to the novel reported

3.3 Results

higher attitudes when the ratings showed dis-

3.3.1 Manipulation and Confound Checks

agreement versus agreement (Magree = 3.83,

Mdisagree = 5.23; F(1,73) = 11.91, p < .01).
We performed a 2 (ratings variance) × 2

Conversely, the participants exposed to the lis-

(preference heterogeneity) analysis of variance

tening book revealed the opposite pattern, al-

to check the manipulation of preference

beit at a marginally significant level (Magree =

heterogeneity. The results confirmed the suc-

4.75, Mdisagree= 4.10; F(1,73) = 2.88, p < .10).

cess of our manipulation; preferences were

Similarly, a parallel ANCOVA on purchase

perceived as more heterogeneous for a novel

intention indicated significant interaction be-

than for a listening book (Mnovel = 6.89, Mlistening

tween ratings variance and preference hetero-

= 6.12; F(1,76) = 9.08, p < .01; all other ef-

geneity (F(1,73) = 8.46, p < .01). No other ef-

fects, Fs < .75, ps > .39).

fects were significant (Fs < 2.50, ps > .13).

Also, we conducted the same three-way

Planned contrasts revealed that the participants

ANOVA using familiarity as a dependent

exposed to the novel reported higher levels of

variable. The results did not show any sig-

purchase intention when the ratings showed

nificant differences between the two titles (Mnovel

disagreement versus agreement (Magree = 2.28,

= 8.40, Mlistening = 8.16; F(1,76) = 1.17, p >

Mdisagree= 3.73; F(1,73) = 9.33, p < .01), but

.28; all other effects, Fs < .16, ps > .69). Thus,

those exposed to the listening book produced

we concluded that a confounding effect of fa-

opposite, but insignificant, responses (Magree =

miliarity could not account for the effects we

2.73, Mdisagree= 2.20; F(1,73) < .10, p > .30).

would observe on key dependent variables.

Also, an analogous ANCOVA performed on
causal attribution revealed the same interaction

3.3.2 Test of Hypotheses

between ratings variance and preference heterogeneity, as predicted in H2 (F(1,73) = 5.01,

Consistent with H1, a 2 (ratings variance) ×

p < .05). No other effects were significant (Fs

2 (preference heterogeneity) ANCOVA on at-

< 1.97, ps > .16). Focused contrasts illustrated

titude using involvement, online experience and

that when ratings show disagreement versus

subjective knowledge as covariates indicated

agreement, the participants exposed to the
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novel attributed the review ratings more to re-

adopting the PROCESS macro for SPSS (5,000

viewers’ tastes over product quality (Magree =

bootstrap samples; Hayes 2012; Preacher and

5.50, Mdisagree = 6.40; F(1,73) = 2.69, p =

Hayes 2004). We first performed a bootstrap

.105), but those exposed to the listening book

analysis for attitude, treating ratings variance,

showed opposite responses (Magree = 5.85, Mdisagree

preference heterogeneity, their interaction and

= 5.10; F(1,73) = 2.21, p = .142), although

causal attribution as the independent variables

these differences did not reach conventional levels

and involvement, online experience, and sub-

of significance. Another contrast across ratings

jective knowledge as covariates. This analysis

variance more explicitly confirmed our prediction

showed that the effect of causal attribution on

in that when the ratings showed disagreement,

attitude, while controlling for ratings variance

the participants exposed to the novel attributed

and preference heterogeneity was significant

the ratings more to the reviewers’ tastes to a

(β = .33, t = 4.00, p < .01), and the indirect

much greater extent than those exposed to the

effect of ratings variance and preference heter-

listening book (Mnovel = 6.40, Mlistening = 5.10;

ogeneity via causal attribution was significant

F(1,73) = 4.79, p < .05), but these differences

(95% confidence interval [CI]: .071, 1.475).

disappeared when the ratings showed agree-

Specifically, the conditional indirect effect was

ment (Mnovel = 5.50, Mlistening = 5.85; F < 1.0,

significantly positive for the novel (β = .28,

p > .40; see Figure 1).

95% CI: .025, .780), but not for the listening

Overall, these results support our predictions

book (β = -.25, 95% CI: -.910, .062).

that when preference heterogeneity is perceived

Next, we conducted analogous analyses for

as high, disagreement in ratings prompts more

purchase intention. The effect of causal attri-

favorable product evaluations and enhances

bution on purchase intention, when holding

1)

causal attribution to reviewers’ tastes.

ratings variance and preference heterogeneity
constant, was significant (β = .22, t = 2.03, p

3.3.3 Mediation Analyses

< .05), and the indirect effect of ratings variance and preference heterogeneity via causal

To test the mediating role of causal attribu-

attribution was significant (95% CI: .042, .969).

tion, we conducted a bootstrapping analysis

Specifically, the conditional indirect effect was

1) Parallel results were obtained in a 2 (ratings) × 2 (preference heterogeneity) ANOVA. The analysis of attitude revealed
only a significant interaction between ratings variance and preference heterogeneity (F(1,76) = 14.41, p < .01; all other
effects, Fs < 2.0, p > .15). Similarly, the analyses of purchase intention and causal attribution yielded only significant
interactions between ratings variance and preference heterogeneity (Fpurchase intention (1,76) = 8.70, p < .01; all other
effects, Fs < 2.60, p > .10; also, Fcausal attribution (1,76) = 5.38, p < .05; all other effects, Fs < 1.80, p > .18).
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<Figure 1> Effect of ratings variance and preference heterogeneity on product evaluation
and causal attribution (Study 1).
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significantly positive for the novel (β = .19,

3.4 Discussion

95% CI: .003, .540), but not for the listening
book (β = -.17, 95% CI: -.595, .038).

The results of Study 1 provided support for

Overall, these results supported the mediating

our prediction that disagreement options re-

role of casual attribution in the relationship be-

ceive more favorable product evaluations when

tween ratings variance and preference hetero-

preference heterogeneity is perceived as high

geneity (H3).

rather than low. More specifically, a bootstrapping analysis confirmed the mediating role
of causal attribution, showing that for a highpreference heterogeneity title, disagreement in
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ratings is attributed more to reviewers’ tastes,

responses are obtained if the threshold falls

which in turn prompts more favorable product

below it (Elfering, Grebner, and de Tribolet-

evaluations than for a low-preference hetero-

Hardy 2012).
Our manipulation check results provide some

geneity title.
However, one unexpected finding deserves

support for the plausibility of this explanation:

further attention. For the low-preference het-

for a listening book, the value of preference

erogeneity title, disagreement in ratings gen-

heterogeneity was significantly lower than that

erated similar, rather than lower, product eval-

for a novel, as evidenced in the manipulation

uations and causal attribution, compared with

checks (Mlistening = 6.12, Mnovel = 6.89, p <

agreement in ratings. A possible explanation

.01), but it was still far higher than the scale’s

for this lack of difference is that the type of

midpoint (Mlistening – midpoint = 6.12 - 5 =

stimuli titles chosen for a low-preference het-

1.12, t(39) = 5.46, p < .01). It thus seems

erogeneity condition (i.e., the listening book)

plausible that our manipulation covered only

may have not been sufficiently effective in re-

the moderate to high levels of preference het-

ducing the perceived preference heterogeneity

erogeneity, occupying a subset of the range of

below a certain threshold to distinguish low-

possible behavioral responses. Our stimuli of a

from moderate- to high-preference heterogeneity.

listening book may indeed have aroused a rather

Evidence thus far indicates that the choice of

moderate level of preference heterogeneity in

treatment stimuli can restrict the range of par-

terms of absolute measures, while arousing a

ticipants’ available behavioral responses (Cesario

relatively low level of preference heterogeneity

et al. 2010; Katzko 2006; Zaccaro, Foti, and

in comparison with a novel. We therefore sus-

Kenny 1991). If the researchers’ treatment

pect that this insufficiency in the manipulation

manipulation fails to fully cover the range of

of preference heterogeneity may account for

possible behavioral responses, participants can

the lack of statistical significance for a listen-

respond to the manipulation uniformly below or

ing book.

above a certain threshold (Byrne and Bovair

In an attempt to overcome this methodological

1997). Thus, even when the manipulation suc-

limitation in Study 1, we measure, rather than

ceeds in dividing participants into two different

manipulate, the perceived preference hetero-

experimental groups, the range of their responses

geneity in Study 2. Given that individual re-

may still occupy a subset of the potential range,

sponses vary more broadly with self-reported

such that only low to moderate responses are

measurement than with experimental manipu-

obtained if the threshold falls above the ma-

lation, such a methodological shift would help

nipulation coverage, or only moderate to high

more fully capture the broad range of individuals’
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responses on the focal measure (Eliezer, Major,

Briefly, in Study 2, we measure rather than

and Mendes 2010; Elliot and Church 1997).

manipulate the amount of each participant’s

Because a measurement approach permits a

perceived preference heterogeneity, and extend

more stable assessment of focal effects and the

the experimental designs to various levels of

full manifestation of chronic tendencies in the

average ratings. We thereby attempt to illus-

measure of interest, there is likely to be more

trate how the interplay among ratings variance,

substantial variation in what participants per-

preference heterogeneity, and average ratings

ceive and report as their own perceived prefer-

impacts consumers’ responses to online ratings.

ence heterogeneity (McFerran et al. 2010; Snow
1974). We thus expect that this shift in methodology would help fully cover the broad range

Ⅳ. Study 2

of possible responses and increase the generalizability of the findings in a more naturalistic
way through the use of a quasi-experimental

Study 2 builds on Study 1 in two important

approach of measuring individual perception of

ways. First, we vary the average ratings from

preference heterogeneity (Wirtz and Kimes 2007).

two to four stars to test whether the inter-

Additionally, in Study 2, we extend our in-

action between ratings variance and preference

vestigations to various levels of average ratings

heterogeneity differs as a function of the level

to provide a more comprehensive picture of the

of average ratings (H4). By fixing the average

interplay among ratings variance, preference

ratings at two- or four-star ratings, as well as

heterogeneity, and average ratings. Because

at three-star ratings, we attempt to make the

consumers tend to engage in casual attribution

average ratings higher or lower than a mid-

processing when products meet or exceed their

point rating (i.e., three-star ratings; Mudambi

aspiration levels, the causal attribution of rat-

and Schuff 2010). This incorporation of various

ings variance will be more activated when the

levels of average ratings into the ratings ma-

average ratings are high enough to reach their

nipulation would help assess the possible three-

aspiration levels (Church et al. 1985; Stephanous

way interaction between ratings variance, pref-

and Sage 1987). Therefore, we predict that if

erence heterogeneity, and average ratings.

products receive high average ratings, the causal

Second, we measure, rather than manipulate,

attribution of ratings variance will be more ac-

the degree of perceived preference heterogeneity

tivated, and hence its interaction with preference

to tap the wider range of possible responses

heterogeneity will be more pronounced, as com-

and to facilitate the full manifestation of chronic

pared to if they receive low average ratings.

dispositions. Specifically, we compare consum-
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ers with high and low levels of perceived pref-

4.2 Procedures and Measures

erence heterogeneity using a hypothetical brand
of laptop computer. Because laptop computers

The study was introduced as an investigation

incorporate diverse attributes such as the pro-

of online shopping experience. Participants were

cessor speed, amount of RAM, display size,

presented with hypothetical profiles of a laptop

weight, and color, perceived preference hetero-

computer, described in terms of its product

geneity can vary depending on what attributes

specifications and reviewers’ ratings. Included

people value most in their decision-making process.

in the fictitious specifications were the manu-

While some consumers value measurable at-

facturers’ names, model numbers, manufacturing

tributes such as the processor speed or amount

dates, and stock statuses (fixed as “available”).

of RAM, others pay more attention to aes-

Subsequently presented were the reviewers’

thetic features such as the display size, weight,

ratings, which assumed the form of agreement

or color (Jiang 2004; Lee and Lee 2011).

or disagreement, as in Study 1. Yet, two dis-

Thus, preference heterogeneity is likely per-

tinctions were made in Study 2: (1) the rat-

ceived as rather high when the aesthetic fea-

ings volume increased from ten to twenty, and

tures are emphasized, whereas it is perceived

(2) the average ratings were extended to two

as low when measurable attributes are empha-

and four stars, beyond three stars in one step

sized (Lee and Lee 2009).

in both directions. Thus, depending on the experimental conditions, participants were pre-

4.1 Sample and Design

sented with the following rating information:
in the two-star average rating condition, par-

Two hundred sixteen undergraduate and grad-

ticipants viewed all 20 two-star ratings (agreement;

uate students from a large university partici-

variance = 0.00) or 15 one-star ratings and 5

pated in Study 2 in exchange for partial course

five-star ratings (disagreement; variance =

credit or monetary compensation (5,000 won;

3.16). In the three-star average rating con-

11 graduate students, 92 women, Mage = 22.48).

dition, they viewed all 20 three-star ratings

The study used a 2 (ratings variance: dis-

(agreement; variance = 0.00) or 10 one-star

agreement vs. agreement) × 3 (average rat-

ratings and 10 five-star ratings (disagreement;

ings: two-, three-, or four-star ratings) be-

variance = 4.21). Finally, in the four-star average

tween-subjects experimental design plus a

rating condition, they saw all 20 four-star rat-

measured preference heterogeneity variable.

ings (agreement; variance = 0.00) or 5 one-star
ratings and 15 five-star ratings (disagreement;
variance = 3.16; Appendix B).
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After exposure to this information, the par-

were debriefed and dismissed.

ticipants indicated their attitude toward the laptop
computer using two nine-point scales anchored

4.3 Result

by bad/good and not very likable/very likable
(Chang and Thorson 2004). They then reported

4.3.1 Manipulation and Confound Checks

their purchase intention using a single ninepoint scale ranging from 1 (not at all likely) to 9

To check whether the average ratings ma-

(very likely) (Jain, Buchanan, and Maheswaran

nipulation influenced participants’ aspiration levels,

2000). Because attitudes and intentions were

we performed a 2 (ratings variance) × 3 (average

highly correlated (α = .88, p < .01), they were

ratings) ANOVA, treating the responses to the

averaged to yield an overall ‘product evalua-

aspiration levels question as the dependent

tion’ measure (Jain et al. 2000).

variable. There was a significant main effect of

Next, the participants responded to the caus-

the average ratings manipulation (Mtwo = 2.30,

al attribution measure using the same instru-

Mthree = 3.29, Mfour = 5.63; F(2,210) = 113.57,

ment used in Study 1. The perceived prefer-

p < .01). A Scheffe post-hoc test revealed that

ence heterogeneity was also measured with the

the comparison of the two- versus three-star

same instrument used in Study 1 (α = .72).

average ratings conditions (p < .01) and the

Regarding the manipulation check of aspiration

three- versus four-star average ratings con-

levels, a single item was adopted from West

ditions (p < .01) were both significant. No oth-

and Broniarczyk (1998), which asked partic-

er effects emerged as significant (Fs < .70, ps

ipants to provide the minimum standard that

> .50). Hence, we confirmed that the higher

they would find acceptable for a laptop com-

average ratings led to higher perceived aspira-

puter given the average ratings of the product

tion levels.

(1 = horrible laptop computer and 9 = ex-

Also, to check whether the incidence of
ownership of a laptop computer differed across

cellent laptop computer).
Also, the involvement (α = .77), subjective

treatment conditions, we conducted a logit anal-

knowledge (α = .90), and online experiment

ysis with ratings variance, average ratings, and

measures (α = .77) were all measured using

their interaction as independent variables. No

the same instruments from Study 1. The own-

significant treatment effects were found (Wald

ership of a laptop computer was then checked

χ2s < .20, ps > .80). Thus, we conclude that

with the question, “Do you have your own lap-

the differences in the ownership of a laptop

top computer?” (Yes or No). Finally, partic-

computer would not constitute an alternative

ipants answered demographic questions and

explanation for the results presented below.
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4.3.2 Test of Hypotheses

way interaction (H4a). Adding the three-way
interaction to the regression equation margin-

To test the moderating effect of preference

ally significantly increased the amount of ex-

heterogeneity, we performed a series of hier-

plained variance (R2 = .012, F(1, 205) = 3.59,

archical regression analyses. The first model

p < .06; Table 1).

tested the main effects of ratings variance,

In order to probe the (marginally) significant

preference heterogeneity, and average ratings.

three-way interaction, we examined the simple

The second model added the three two-way

interactions between ratings variance and pref-

interaction terms. The third model then added

erence heterogeneity at each average-rating

the three-way interaction term. Involvement,

condition using the PROCESS macro (Hayes

subjective knowledge, and online experience

2012).2) First tested were the simple two-way

were entered into the analyses as covariates.

interactions at the two-star average rating

All continuous variables, including the meas-

condition. The analysis showed that there was

ured predictor (i.e., preference heterogeneity),

no significant simple interaction (β = .12, SE

were centered prior to the analyses to reduce

= .15 , t = .78, p > .40). Neither the estimated

multicollinearity (Aiken and West 1991).

simple slopes of ratings variance for high-preference heterogeneity participants (β = .18, SE

Product evaluations. The results of Model 1

= .25 , t = .73, p > .45) nor that for low-

revealed a simple main effect of average rat-

preference heterogeneity participants (β = .09,

ings in the expected directions (β= 1.42, t =

SE = . 24, t = .37, p > .70) was significant,

9.44, p < .01). The higher the average ratings,

although the directions were as predicted.

the more positive the product evaluations were.

However, the simple two-way interactions

Model 2 then revealed a significant interaction

achieved significance both in the three-star (β

between ratings variance and preference heter-

= .33, SE = .11, t = 2.90, p < .01) and

ogeneity (β = .30, t = 2.68, p < .01; H1), but

four-star (β = .54, SE = .17 , t = 3.21, p <

no other interactions (ps > .40). Model 3 finally

.01) average rating conditions. More specifi-

revealed a marginally significant three-way in-

cally, in the three-star average rating con-

teraction between ratings variance, preference

dition, high- preference heterogeneity partic-

heterogeneity, and average ratings (β = .26,

ipants reported higher product evaluations

t = 1.89, p < .06), which qualified the two-

when the ratings show disagreement versus

2) Regression lines were plotted for one standard deviation above and below the mean for preference heterogeneity (Aiken
and West 1991).
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agreement (β = .38, SE = .17 , t = 2. 16, p

average ratings, as was observed in the prod-

< .05), while low-preference heterogeneity par-

uct evaluation results (β = .30, t = 2.06, p <

ticipants indicated the opposite pattern (β =

.05). Higher average ratings led to a greater

.38, SE = .18 , t = 2.08, p <.05). Likewise, in

level of attribution to reviewers’ tastes. This

the four-star average rating condition, high-

result is in good agreement with earlier causal

preference heterogeneity participants reported

attribution studies in that favorable information

higher product evaluations when they viewed

led to greater attribution to a non-stimulus

ratings disagreement versus agreement (β =

cause (i.e., reviewers’ tastes) over a stimulus

.57, SE = .25, t = 2.30, p < .05), while

cause (i.e., product quality), compared with

low-preference heterogeneity participants re-

unfavorable information (Mizerski 1982). Model

ported the opposite pattern (β = .67, SE =

2 then revealed a significant interaction be-

.27, t = 2.49, p < .05; Figure 2).

tween ratings variance and preference heterogeneity (β = .50, t = 4.74, p < .01; H2).

Causal attribution. A similar procedure to the

There were no other interactions (ps > .75).

above was applied to the causal attribution

Finally, Model 3 confirmed the three-way in-

data. Model 1 first revealed a positive effect of

teraction between ratings variance, preference

<Table 1> Regression results on product evaluations (Study 2).
Model 1

β

Variable

Model 2

t

β

Model 3

t

β

t

Ratings variance

.03 (.13)

.20

.01(.12)

.08

-.01(.12)

-.03

Preference heterogeneity

.01 (.11)

.11

-.05(.11)

-.47

-.04(.11)

-.34

1.42(.15)

9.54*** 1.44(.15)

Average ratings

1.42 (.15)

9.44***

Ratings variance × Preference heterogeneity

.30(.11)

Ratings variance × Average ratings
Preference heterogeneity × Average ratings

2.68***

Subjective Knowledge
Online experience

F

-.33

-.06(.15)

-.39

.10(.13)

.78

.03(.14)

.24

.26(.14)

1.89*

.01(.16)

.08

-.03(.16)

-.20

-.03(.16)

-.20

-.04(.08)

-.56

-.03(.08)

-.38

-.04(.08)

-.50

-.04(.10)

-.35

-.01(.10)

-.01

.02(.10)

.22

F(6, 209) = 15.23*** F(3, 206) = 2.50*** F(1, 205) = 3.59***

∆R2

.304

Notes: SE in parentheses
*** p < .01. ** p < .05. * p < .10.
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2.94***

-.05(.15)

Ratings variance × Preference heterogeneity
× Average ratings
Involvement

.33(.11)

9.73***
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<Figure 2> Effect of ratings variance and preference heterogeneity on product evaluation
at various levels of average ratings (Study 2).
A. Two-star rating condition

B. Three-star rating condition

High preference heterogeneity
7
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Product evaluation

Product evaluation

6
5
4
3
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ß = .18 , SE =.25
2.65

2.59
2.47

2.23

ß = .38**, SE = .17

5
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4.01

3.26

3.34

4
3

ß = .38**, SE = .18

2

ß = .09 , SE =.24

1

1
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Disagreement

Agreement

Ratings variance

Disagreement

Ratings variance

C. Four-star rating condition
7

Product evaluation

6

ß = .57**, SE =.25
5.56

5.43

4.29

4.22

5
4
3

ß = .67**, SE = .27

2
1

Agreement

Disagreement

Ratings variance

Notes: Means estimated +/– 1 SD.
*** p < .01. ** p < .05.

heterogeneity, and average ratings (β = .35, t

interaction between ratings variance and pref-

= 2.79, p < .01; H4b). Adding the three-way

erence heterogeneity (β = .25, SE = .14, t =

interaction to the regression equation significantly

1.79, p = .075). Neither the simple slope of

2

increased the amount of explained variance (R

ratings variance for high-preference hetero-

= .032 , F(1, 205) = 7.75, p < .01; Table 2).

geneity participants (β = .30, SE = .23, t =

Next, simple interaction analyses were per-

1.33, p > .18) nor that for low- preference het-

formed to probe the nature of the three-way

erogeneity participants (β = -.27, SE = .22 ,

interaction. In the two-star average ratings

t = -1.19, p > .20) was significant, although

condition, there was only marginally significant

the directions of the effects were consistent
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review ratings more to reviewers’ tastes when

with the hypothesis.
However, the same simple interaction analy-

the ratings showed disagreement versus agree-

ses yielded significant results in the three-star

ment (β = .96, SE = .23, t = 4.18, p < .01),

(β = .53, SE = .10, t = 5.11, p < .01) and

while low-preference heterogeneity participants

four-star (β = .82, SE = .15, t = 5.29, p <

produced the opposite pattern (β = -.93, SE

.01) average ratings conditions. In the three-

= .25, t = -3.74, p < .01; Figure 3).

star average ratings condition, high-preference

Overall, these results lend support for our

heterogeneity participants attributed the review

hypothesis that the interaction between ratings

ratings more to the reviewers’ tastes when rat-

variance and preference heterogeneity is more

ings showed disagreement versus agreement

pronounced when the average rating is high

(β = .63, SE = .16 , t = 3.92, p < .01), while

compared to when it is low (H4).

low-preference heterogeneity participants produced the opposite results (β = -.60, SE =

4.3.3 Mediation Analysis

.17, t = -3.55, p < .01). Likewise, in the
four-star average rating condition, high-prefer-

Similar to Study 1, we tested the mediating

ence heterogeneity participants attributed the

role of causal attribution using a bootstrapping

<Table 2> Regression results on casual attribution (Study 2).
Model 1

Model 2

t

Ratings variance

.06 (.12)

.48

.03(.12)

.30

.02(.11)

.14

Preference heterogeneity

.02 (.11)

.14

-.13(.11)

-1.23

-.11(.10)

-1.05

Average ratings

.30 (.14)

2.06**

.30(.14)

2.17**

Ratings variance × Preference heterogeneity

.50(.11)

4.74***

Ratings variance × Average ratings

.01(.14)

.06

-.01(.14)

-.02

-.04(.12)

-.32

-.13(.12)

-1.07

Preference heterogeneity × Average ratings

β

Model 3

β

Variable

t

Ratings variance × Preference heterogeneity
× Average ratings
Involvement
Subjective Knowledge
Online experience

F
∆R

.33(.14)

2.45**

.54(.10)

5.16***

2.79***

-.15(.16)

-.93

-.21(.15)

-1.36

-.21(.15)

-1.38

.08(.07)

1.02

.12(.07)

1.65

.11(.07)

1.50

-.03(.10)

-.27

.02(.09)

.21

.05(.09)

.55

. 031

Notes: SE in parentheses
*** p < .01. ** p < .05. * p < .10.
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t

.35(.12)

F(6, 209) = 1.10
2

β
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F(3, 206) = 7.77*** F(1, 205) = 7.75***
.098

.032

<Figure 3> Effect of ratings variance and preference heterogeneity on causal attribution
at various levels of average ratings (Study 2).
A. Two-star rating condition

B. Three-star rating condition
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5
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7

Low preference heterogeneity

ß = .27 , SE =.22
3
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7

5
4.99

4.71

4

ß = .60***, SE =.17

3
2

2

1

1

Agreement

Disagreement

Agreement

Ratings variance

Disagreement

Ratings variance

C. Four-star rating condition
ß = .96*** , SE = .23

6.93
7

6.45

Causal attribution

6
5
5.06
4

4.54

ß = .93*** , SE = .25

3
2
1

Agreement

Disagreement

Ratings variance

Notes: Means estimated +/– 1 SD.
*** p < .01. ** p < .05.

procedure (5,000 bootstrap sample; Hayes 2012).

3.03, p < .01), but that the three-way inter-

This bootstrapping analysis treated product

action was no longer significant (β = .18, t =

evaluations as a dependent variable; ratings

1.32, p >.18). The indirect effect of the three-

variance, preference heterogeneity, average rat-

way interaction via causal attribution was sig-

ings, their interactions and causal attribution as

nificant with a 95% bias corrected bootstrap

independent variables; and involvement, online

confidence interval of .014 to .188.

experience and subjective knowledge as covariates.

More specifically, in the two-star average

The results showed that the effect of causal

rating condition, the indirect effect of ratings

attribution remained significant (β = .23 , t =

variance via causal attribution was not sig-
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nificant for high- (β = .07, 95% CI: -.027,

condition (H5).

.220) or low-preference heterogeneity partic-

Additionally, we obtained statistical significance

ipants (β = -.06, 95% CI: -.213, .023).

for the low-preference heterogeneity condition

However, in the three- and four-star average

in terms of product evaluations and causal at-

rating conditions, the indirect effects via causal

tribution, as was shown in the planned com-

attribution were significantly positive for high-

parisons in the three- and four-star average

preference heterogeneity participants (βthree =

rating conditions. This greater statistical power

.14, 95% CI: .036, .289; βfour = .22, 95% CI:

allows stronger inference regarding the rela-

.058, .431), while they were negative for

tionship between ratings variance, preference

low-preference heterogeneity participants (βthree

heterogeneity, and average ratings, adequately

= -.14, 95% CI: -.291, -.042; βfour = -.21, 95%

addressing the lack of statistical significance

CI: -.434, -.068). Overall, these results confirm

observed for the low-preference heterogeneity

the mediating role of causal attribution in the

condition in Study 1. The methodological shift

relationship between ratings variance, prefer-

from manipulation to measurement appears to

ence heterogeneity, and average ratings (H5).

contribute to this greater statistical significance
by tapping the broader range of participants’
responses on the preference heterogeneity measure

4.4 Discussion

(Eliezer et al. 2010; McFerran et al. 2010). We
Replicating the findings of Study 1, disagree-

thus conclude that the findings obtained here

ment options elicited more favorable product

constitute strong evidence for our key prediction

evaluations when preference heterogeneity was

regarding the interaction between ratings var-

perceived as high rather than low. Greater

iance and preference heterogeneity.

causal attribution to reviewers’ tastes than to
product quality again led to a greater preference for the disagreement option for the highpreference heterogeneity participants. More

Ⅴ. General Discussion and
Implications

specifically, this interaction between ratings
variance and preference heterogeneity was more
pronounced when the average ratings were

5.1 Summary and Implications

high rather than low (H4). The mediating role
of causal attribution was also confirmed only in

Numerous studies have examined the effects

the moderate to high level of average ratings

of disagreement in ratings or opinions, but the

conditions, but not in the low average ratings

results were not consistent across studies. This
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study aims to reconcile these mixed findings

ratings variance. While some results from ob-

by introducing preference heterogeneity as a

servational data in studies involving books and

possible moderator, and causal attribution as a

game titles confirmed the negative effect of

mediator that underlies this moderating effect.

variance (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. 2009;

We predict, based on such concepts, that prod-

Zhu and Zhang 2010), other evidence from in-

uct evaluations with disagreement versus agree-

vestigations of fiction books and movies sup-

ment in ratings will be more positive when

ported the opposite contention (Clement et al.

preference heterogeneity is perceived as high

2007; Martin 2008). To address these contra-

rather than low. More specifically, we propose

dictions, earlier studies included several moder-

that when preference heterogeneity is perceived

ators, such as aspiration levels (West and

as high, disagreement in ratings is attributed

Broniarczyk 1998) and product types (Martin

more to reviewers’ different tastes, and where-

2008; Park and Han 2008). Our work builds on

by its negative effect on product evaluations is

this line of research by proposing and demon-

attenuated. We extend this idea to various lev-

strating that preference heterogeneity moder-

els of average ratings, suggesting that the in-

ates the effect of ratings variance on product

teraction between ratings variance and prefer-

evaluations and that this moderation varies as

ence heterogeneity is more pronounced when

a function of the average rating.

the average ratings are high, as the likelihood

Furthermore, we shed light on the mechanism

of attainting desired outcomes seems higher

underlying this moderation by linking prefer-

and thereby the causal attribution process re-

ence heterogeneity to causal attribution. Research

garding ratings variance is more activated.

regarding the valence of WOM has examined

Two laboratory studies provided support for the

such a link and reported that taste differences

predictions, showing that greater attribution to

between the WOM sender and receiver in-

reviewers’ tastes leads to more favorable prod-

crease the attribution of the negativity of WOM

uct evaluations with disagreement in ratings

to the sender, thereby reducing its negative ef-

when preference heterogeneity is perceived as

fect on product evaluations (Liu 2006; Laczniak,

high (Study 1) and that the proposed interaction

DeCarlo, and Ramaswami 2001). We apply this

effect between ratings variance and preference

idea to the study of ratings variance, proposing

heterogeneity is more pronounced when the

that high preference heterogeneity increases

average rating is high (Study 2).

attribution to reviewers’ tastes and thereby re-

Our approach has the theoretical merit of

duces the negative impact of greater disagree-

recognizing the moderating role of preference

ment on product evaluations. Based on this ac-

heterogeneity when analyzing the effect of

count and on the results supporting it, we at-
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tempt to provide deeper insight into the processes involved in the interaction between ratings variance and preference heterogeneity.

ther with this type of attribution.
For example, the review sites of Amazon.com
feature the classical “pros and cons” format,

This study also offers important implications

directly comparing the most favorable and crit-

for marketers charged with managing eWOM.

ical reviews in parallel (See Figure 4). By si-

Faced with dissension among reviewers, con-

multaneously displaying the praise and blame,

sumers cannot entirely avoid the burden of un-

as well as the respective reasons for either

certainty surrounding such conflicts. A lack of

stance, the site more effectively communicates

consensus may leave consumers at a loss in

that different preferences may contribute to

their consumption decision-making processes,

such controversy. Moreover, Tripadvisor.com, the

increasing their anxiety regarding the choice of

world’s largest travel review site (Stepchenkova

a target product (Dugas, Gosselin, and Ladouceur

and Zhan 2013), offers versatile tools for per-

2001). Our findings suggest that marketers can

sonalizing the graphical representation of the

remove some of these uncertainties by explicitly

ratings distribution. The site not only provides

clarifying that there are many more differences

the graphs covering the entire sample of re-

in tastes among reviewers than expected. Because

viewers, but also offers filtering tools to per-

greater attribution to reviewers’ tastes help al-

sonalize the graphs for each customer segment,

leviate the psychological burden of unreliable

such as business travelers, families, couples, or

product quality, the uncertainty surrounding

friends (See Figure 5). These personalized

the ratings disagreement can be reduced fur-

graphs can help prompt consumers to visualize

<Figure 4> Screenshot of Amazon.com review site (accessed at August 12, 2013).
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<Figure 5> Screenshot of Tripadvisor.com review site (accessed at August 12, 2013).
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the ratings distribution per each segment more

ence heterogeneity products, the riskier dis-

concretely and facilitate the causal inference of

agreement option is less desirable compared to

what specific segment hold deviant preferences

the safer agreement option. However, when

from those of the majority. Therefore, if given

preference heterogeneity is perceived as high,

the chance to customize the review representa-

as in premium jewelry, greater risk-averseness

tion according to their own criteria, such as re-

may reverse the proposed preference of dis-

viewers’ levels of similarity in terms of the trip

agreement over agreement such that consum-

purpose, the activities engaged in during a trip,

ers rigidly stick to the safer agreement option

or demographics (Gretzel, Yoo, and Purifoy

despite the possibility that different prefer-

2007), consumers would more readily infer that

ences, not a low reliability of the product qual-

ratings disagreement simply reflects the various

ity, contribute to the dissension associated with

preferences among different subgroups, rather

the other option. Another attempt to employ

than the unreliability of the service quality.

higher-priced items as focal products should
help disentangle this effect of financial risk on

5.2 Limitations and Future research

consumers’ responses to disagreement in ratings.
We also note that we only used student sam-

A few caveats should be noted when inter-

ples across the two studies and thereby en-

preting the results of this study. First, our

sured internal validity but somewhat compro-

stimuli products did not cover a broad spec-

mised external validity. With a homogeneous

trum of price; this was confined to the mid-

sample set, we could obtain more significant

level price category. For high-priced items such

differences by treatment effects, more effec-

as dental implants or premium jewelry, how-

tively controlling for possible extraneous varia-

ever, consumers are bound to experience much

bles and substantiating the proposed causal re-

higher levels of financial risk as compared to

lationship (Wang and Yang 2008). Given that

low- to middle-value products such as book

this study primarily focuses on the underlying

titles or laptop computers. The greater the fi-

psychological processes involved in online cus-

nancial risk, the greater the risk-averseness of

tomer ratings, this emphasis on internal over

consumers toward the target product (Choi

external validity is warranted (Matula, Pratt,

and Ruszczyński 2011). In fact, if preference

and Sautter 1995). Nonetheless, an attempt to

heterogeneity is perceived as low, as in dental

increase external validity, such as through an

implants, such greater risk averseness does not

examination of another age group, can high-

raise critical concerns because it would not al-

light another pathway to extend the results of

ter our original proposition that for low-prefer-

this study. For example, tolerance levels for di-
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versity or individual differences are known to

eWOM and Revenues: Korea Movie In-

decrease as one ages (Spaeth, 1969). Therefore,

dustry,” Asia Marketing Journal, 12(2),

confronted with disagreement in ratings, older

1-25.

people may yield more conservative responses

Byrne, Michael D. and Susan Bovair (1997),

and undermine product evaluations overall due

“A Working Memory Model of a Common

to their failure to accept the possibility that

Procedural Error,” Cognitive Science, 21

various preferences govern a market. In this

(1), 31-61.

regard, the inclusion of non-student samples,

Calder, Bobby J. and Robert E. Burnkrant

specifically those of the elderly population, can

(1977), “Interpersonal Influence on Consumer

help gain deeper insight into the roles that in-

Behavior: An Attribution Theory Approach,”

dividual characteristics play in online ratings

Journal of Consumer Research, 4(1), 29-38.

dynamics.
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Appendix A
Manipulation of ratings variance (Study 1).
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Appendix B
Manipulation of ratings variance (Study 2).
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